Policy Management
Housing Authorities can no longer rely on manual compliance processes that duplicate
tasks and efforts across departments and require searching in multiple files and
folders for appropriate records. Today’s Authorities are moving toward paperless
Policy Management systems that assist them in managing and insuring compliances.
With FileVision’s Policy Management system we keep Housing Authorities up to
speed on changing regulations by gathering your actionable laws and regulations into
a central repository. Then, manage your policies lifecycle by integrating your data and
workflow into our system, allowing for the management of their creation, approval,
communication, assessment, tracking, revisions and archival, making for better
compliances and audits.
It’s not just about a central repository for your policies, it’s about the ability to view a
policy and being able to track it back to its source and then being able to view the
procedures and controls put in place to insure the compliance. It’s about employee
and stakeholder acknowledgment, testing and accountability for the comprehension
of policies and the ability to promote awareness through extensive real-time reporting
and executive dashboards.

It’s about your ability to respond quickly and effectively to demonstrate compliance
with all applicable laws, regulations and local policies, thus reducing the risk of
penalties or the potential loss of funding.
It’s about…


Improving operational efficiencies

Reducing the time and effort required in creating, managing
		 and tracking compliances




Getting complete visibility and control over policy related risks



Tracking employee’s acknowledgement, understanding and agreement of policies



Developing targeted training and awareness campaigns



Reacting quickly to change



Increasing accountability and management visibility into compliance status



Enforcing standards and consistency throughout organization

It’s about being Audit Ready with FileVision’s Policy Management system, specifically
built for Housing Authorities.
To further investigate and learn the functionality of FileVision’s Policy
management or other FileVisions solutions for Housing Authorities and their
benefits, please call 770-551-1403 or visit our website at www.FileVision.com.
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